
TOP CENTER

ANNUAL MGT:

TYPE OF INSPECTION

PERIODIC JOINT INSPECTION (213.119[g][5][i])

TRACK INSPECTION (213.233)

TURNOUT INSPECTION (213.235)

OTHER (discovered during other than required inspection)

RAILROAD: SUBDIVISION: MILEPOST:

DATE FOUND: TRACK CLASS:TRACK #:

CWR JOINT BAR
FRACTURE REPORT

TANGENT
IN SPIRAL

CURVE degrees LOW/INNER RAIL

HIGH/OUTER RAIL
RAIL /

ANNUAL JOINT INSPECTION FREQUENCY FOR THIS SEGMENT: DATE OF LAST JOINT INSPECTION:

2x1x 3x 4x OTHER:

BAR TYPE Standard Insulated Compromise

NUMBER OF HOLES: 4 5 6 7 8(check all that apply)

FIELD SIDE BAR GAGE SIDE BAR
BROKEN THROUGH Check location of break: BROKEN THROUGH Check location of break:

CENTER INNER BOLT HOLE OTHER CENTER INNER BOLT HOLE OTHER

CRACKED     Check location(s) and record length(s):

inches

inches

inches

inches
inches

TOP CENTER
BOTTOM CENTER

INNER BOLT HOLE

OTHER BOLT HOLE

OTHER (describe)

CRACKED     Check location(s) and record length(s):

inches
inches

inches
inches

inches

INNER BOLT HOLE

BOTTOM CENTER

OTHER BOLT HOLE

OTHER (describe)

GAP BETWEEN RAIL ENDS INCHES
RAIL END BATTER OR RAMP (Figures 1 and 2)

NORTH or EAST RAIL END INCHES HIGH INCHES LONG

SOUTH or WEST RAIL END INCHES HIGH INCHES LONG

TREAD MISMATCH INCHES (Figure 3)

JOINT LATERAL MOVEMENT INCHES

IF JOINT IN CURVE or SPIRAL:
GAGE RAMP (Figure 4) INCHES OUT INCHES LONG
GAGE MISMATCH (Figure 5) INCHES
JOINT LATERAL MOVEMENT INCHES

OTHER COMMENTS:
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TYPE OF INSPECTION
 
Type of Inspection
Type of Inspection
CWR JOINT BAR
FRACTURE REPORT
CWR JOINT BAR FRACTURE REPORT TITLE
CWR JOINT BAR FRACTURE REPORT TITLE
Indicate whether fracture found on tangent, curve (include degree of curvature) or spiral and if inner or outer rail, if applicable.
Indicate whether fracture found on tangent, curve (include degree of curvature) or spiral and if inner or outer rail, if applicable.
degrees
degrees text
degrees text
/
ANNUAL JOINT INSPECTION FREQUENCY FOR THIS SEGMENT:
DATE OF LAST JOINT INSPECTION:
Number of times per year that walking joint bar inspection is performed.
Number of times per year that walking joint bar inspection is performed.
BAR TYPE
BAR TYPE Text Label
BAR TYPE Text Label
NUMBER OF HOLES:
NUMBER OF HOLES text label
NUMBER OF HOLES text label
Indicate bar type:  standard, insulated, or compromise bar and number of holes.
Indicate bar type:  standard, insulated, or compromise bar and number of holes.
(check all that apply)
(check all that apply) text label
(check all that apply) text label
FIELD SIDE BAR
FIELD SIDE BAR text label
FIELD SIDE BAR text label
GAGE SIDE BAR
GAGE SIDE BAR text label
GAGE SIDE BAR text label
BROKEN THROUGH         Check location of break:
BROKEN THROUGH	Check location of break
BROKEN THROUGH         Check location of break:
CRACKED     Check location(s) and record length(s):
CRACKED Check location(s) and record length(s) below.
CRACKED Check location(s) and record length(s) below.
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
CRACKED     Check location(s) and record length(s):
CRACKED Check location(s) and record length(s) below.
CRACKED Check location(s) and record length(s) below.
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
GAP BETWEEN RAIL ENDS
INCHES
RAIL END BATTER OR RAMP         (Figures 1 and 2)
 
INCHES HIGH
INCHES LONG
INCHES HIGH
INCHES LONG
TREAD MISMATCH
INCHES
(Figure 3)
JOINT LATERAL MOVEMENT
INCHES
IF JOINT IN CURVE or SPIRAL:
GAGE RAMP
(Figure 4)
INCHES OUT
INCHES LONG
GAGE MISMATCH
(Figure 5)
INCHES
JOINT LATERAL MOVEMENT
INCHES
OTHER COMMENTS:
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	Check if the top center of the gage side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	annmgt: 
	PrintButton1: 
	cwr_id: 
	PERIODIC JOINT INSPECTION (213.119[g][5][i]) Check Option Box: 
	TRACK INSPECTION (213.233) Check Option Box: 
	TURNOUT INSPECTION (213.235) Check Option Box: 
	The walking joint bar inspection was performed more that four times. Also complete the adjacent field with the number of times.: 
	Enter the railroad code that is applicable to this survey.: 
	Enter the subdivision.: 
	Enter the railroad's designated milepost at the location of the fracture.: 
	Select the date the CWR Joint Bar Fracture was found (date picker).: 
	Select the FRA track class with the fracture (drop down list 2 through 6).: 
	Enter the track number: 
	Select if the fracture was found on the Tanget.: 
	Select if the fracture was found on the spiral.: 
	Select if the fracture was found on the curve. Also complete the adjacent degrees field.: 
	If the fracture occured on the curve, indicate the degrees on the curve where the fracture occured.: 
	If applicable, select if the fracture was found on the low/inner rail. Select only if curve or in spiral is checked.: 
	HighOuterRail: 
	Indicate each rail section comprising the joint, (e.g. for a standard bar, enter 136/ or for a compromise bar, enter 132/115).: 
	Indicate each rail section comprising the joint, (e.g. for a standard bar, enter 136/ or for a compromise bar, enter 132/115).: 
	Date the last walking joint bar inspection was performed (date picker).: 
	The walking joint bar inspection was performed two times.: 
	The walking joint bar inspection was performed one time.: 
	The walking joint bar inspection was performed three times.: 
	The walking joint bar inspection was performed four times.: 
	Indicate the frequency in which the walking joint bar inspection was performed if more than four times.: 
	stdbartype: 0
	insbartype: 0
	compbartype: 0
	Select if there are four holes for selected bar type.: 
	Select if there are five holes for selected bar type.: 
	Select if there are six holes for selected bar type.: 
	Select if there are seven holes for selected bar type.: 
	Select if there are eight holes for selected bar type.: 
	Check if the Field Side Bar is broken through the center.: 
	Check if the Field Side Bar is broken through the inner bolt hole.: 
	Check if the Field Side Bar is broken through the some other part.: 
	Check if the Gage Side Bar is broken through the center.: 
	Check if the Gage Side Bar is broken through the inner bolt hole.: 
	Check if the Gage Side Bar is broken through the some other part.: 
	Check if the top center of the field side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the field side bar was cracked at the top center.: 
	Check if the bottom center of the field side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the field side bar was cracked at the bottom center.: 
	Check if the inner bolt hole of the field side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the field side bar was cracked at the inner bolt hole.: 
	Check if other bolt hole of the field side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the field side bar was cracked at other bolt hole.: 
	Check if location other than those listed of the field side bar is cracked, and describe below. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the field side bar was cracked at other location than those indicated above.: 
	Use this box to describe the other type of : 
	Fill in the inches if the gage side bar was cracked at the top center.: 
	Check if the inner bolt hole of the gage side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the gage side bar was cracked at the bottom center.: 
	Check if the bottom center of the gage side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the gage side bar was cracked at the inner bolt hole.: 
	Check if other bolt hole of the gage side bar is cracked. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the gage side bar was cracked at other bolt hole.: 
	Check if location other than those listed of the gage side bar is cracked, and describe below. Complete the adjacent length in inches.: 0
	Fill in the inches if the gage side bar was cracked at other location than those indicated above.: 
	gsbothdesc: 
	Enter the gap between rail ends in inches, e.g., 10.25.: 
	Check if the measurements for the rail end batter or ramp were taken on the north rail end.: 
	Check if the measurements for the rail end batter or ramp were taken on the east rail end.: 
	Enter the inches high for the north or east rail end, e.g., 1.25.: 
	Enter the inches long for the north or east rail end, e.g., 1.25.: 
	Check if the measurements for the rail end batter or ramp were taken on the south rail end.: 
	Check if the measurements for the rail end batter or ramp were taken on the west rail end.: 
	Enter the inches high for the south or west rail end, e.g., 1.25.: 
	Enter the inches long for the south or west rail end, e.g. 1.25.: 
	Enter the thread mismatch in inches.: 
	Enter the joint lateral movement in inches, e.g. 1.25.: 
	Enter the gage ramp inches out if joint in curve or spiral, e.g., 1.25.: 
	Enter the gage ramp inches long if joint in curve or spiral, e.g., 1.25.: 
	Enter the gage mismatch in  inches if joint in curve or spiral, e.g., 1.25.: 
	Enter the joint lateral movement in inches if joint in curve or spiral, e.g., 1.25.: 
	Enter other comments, including any other factors or conditions that may
have contributed to the fracture of the bar(s).: 
	ResetButton1: 
	EmailSubmitButton1: 



